
LilShoppers.java 

Mrs. Frazier shops for groceries every Saturday morning with her kids.  If her kids don’t have a job to do, they get a bit 

too wild in the store.  Mrs. Frazier wants to solve this problem by having you write a program that will read her shopping 

list and generate a graphical list for Holly (who does not yet read), and ListForMax.txt, a file with words of everything 

else, as Max can read.  Holly will see her shopping list in the JPanel you draw within a JFrame.  Max can see his list by 

opening ListForMax.txt. 

 GroceriesImages.jpg is a 200 x 1000 pixel image file that has a lot of images on it, all 200 x 100 pixels.  This has all 

of the possible images you might use for Holly’s list.  The first image corresponds to the first listed item in 

GroceriesImagesContents. 

 GroceriesImagesContents is an array that goes with the images file, GroceriesImages.jpg.  It is like a table of 

contents, so you can easily see what image goes with what name.  A name for each picture is listed in the same 

order as the pictures.  That means the array looks like this: 

bread apple mushroom butter milk eggs tomato grapes banana cheese 

  

 Be sure you check for a word match in the GroceryList.txt without considering case (upper or lower case) or 

simple plurality (addition of -s or -es at the end); use toLowerCase() and indexOf(). Notice that the list can also 

include quantities, which should also go with images (draw them ON TOP of images in a 20-point font in black).  

Quantities are not always listed – only print them if they occur. 

 GroceryList.txt is Mrs. Frazier’s original grocery list. 

 As mentioned above, ListForMax.txt will be populated with any groceries from 

GroceryList.txt that cannot be matched to an image. 

 Holly’s list is visible in the JPanel on a JFrame.  Make the frame and panel at 

least 200 x 1000 pixels with a background color of your choice.  Images should 

not be resized when they are put in Holly’s visual list.  Each image is 200 x 100 

pixels. 

 

* A fun extension (not required) is to see if this would work with the file from 

RecipeNShopping.  You may need to adjust your code to handle 

plural/nonprural words (like Mushrooms, as the array only contains 

“Mushroom”).  

 

For example:  

 

GroceryList.txt    ListForMax.txt 

Mushrooms (10)   Aparagus (2) 

Asparagus (2)    Ground Turkey 

Cheese     Balsamic Vinegar 

Bread     Spaghetti 

Ground Turkey 

Eggs     Holly’s List is shown at right 

Tomatoes (3) 

Balsamic Vinegar 

Spaghetti 


